Introduction
Space syntax is a tool for investigating a quality of the world that we have struggled to describe, yet alone analyse, over many centuries. It is both a language of spatial configuration and a spatial configuration of language, worked out through combinatorics.
I like to think of space syntax as a way of working out how space 'thinks'. We have all been in situations where a city layout is quite clearly distinctive but which feels hard to translate into compelling evidence of effect let alone cause. As convinced correlationists, we tend to assume that space is all about the human experience of space, but it would be more accurate to say that it was about how space senses itself. And that it does this through a soup of both relations and non-relations (Bryant, 2014) .
Kinds of spatial description
In other words, space is in perpetual construction.
It is a process, not a container. It is an interdigitated network consisting of all manner of spatial fields proceeding differently but also conjoined. However, what joins up at one moment may join up quite differently at another.
Be that as it may, we need a description that can cope with difference and diversity, yet can also say something beyond the banal platitudes that often pose as analysis of these qualities. This language needs to be couched in the terms of what is often now called 'low theory', that is theory which is downto-earth, theory which does not put on airs and graces because it stays close to the ground -unlike a number of its vaulting forebears. This description can be of a number of kinds.
One kind might be counted as quasi-phenomenological. There is a vast literature which tries to describe the simultaneous vagaries and exactitudes of space, revelling in its 'placeness'. Most recently, for example, the genre of nature writing has been revived -but as an art of word and site more suited to a time in which the human actor is decentred in order to make more space for others, to express tact towards alterity, not least because the living and non-living fabric of cities and countryside feels under threat (e.g. Macfarlane, 2015) . At the same time, other writers have tried to reframe writing about space as a part of a movement of forced evolution (Pearce, 2015) . Even in philosophy, more and more attention is being paid to space and to the anexact (that is, the inexact as essence) (c.f. Bryant, 2014) . A third kind would be topological, and this is where space syntax holds sway. Mathematics and statistics used to be seen as somehow separated off from literature and art, but they are all part of the same adventures in science (Stengers, 2013) -rather than an imperious 'Science' with a capital 'S'. They hail a Whiteheadian world which is seen as conscious all the way through, a world in which all thing(k)s sense -imperfectly, of course, but nonetheless with a certain kind of acuity, however minimal that may be. That is important because there is a lot we still do not understand about space. We do not understand exactly how to phrase and frame it when it is a varied set of very often feral assemblages in process rather than one controlled unbundling. We do not understand how it can simultaneously have both a fierce focus and a generalised presence. We do not understand the limits of human or nonhuman apprehension in a world where some peoples have the most extraordinarily exact senses of location (Levinson, 2003) . In other words, we do not understand how to produce vocabularies of space which can not only act as imaginative journeyings through space but also sing it into being. (Clark, 2013) . We need more of these equivalents.
Conclusion
We live in a time of great conceptual and practical fertility. It involves crafts -of which space syntax is one -which mix science with the creative arts in order to produce fresh experimental achievements, speculations in the best sense of the word. Get it right and we might find ways to let the world demand consideration rather than be used and thereby used up. We would be the better for it.
